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The Bureau and The Rendition Project publish first
quarterly report publish their first quarterly report

into CIA torture.

An unprecedented picture of the 119 individuals secretly detained and tortured by
the CIA as part of the US’s war on terror has been published following new

research by the Bureau of Investigative Journalism and The Rendition Project.The
analysis, which is summarised in our first quarterly report, reveals 101 of the

detainees were held by the CIA for more than a month, and 47 of these for more
than a year. All detainees were held without access to lawyers, their families or

the International Committee of the Red Cross.The Bureau and The Rendition
Project launched a joint investigation in January to examine the CIA’s actions and

find out what happened to the people they held.
Download the full report here.An infographic summarising the main findings is

here.Please donate to the funding of this important project here.
Also this week, the Bureau has published an exclusive extract from Chris Woods’

book Sudden Justice. In this section, the former Bureau reporter shows how
Germany’s role in the CIA’s covert drone wars has been highly controversial for

years.Read the extract here.And the Bureau has published an analysis of
documents obtained by Corporate Europe Observatory through Freedom of

Information requests that reveals the inside story of how big business worked with
lobbyists to influence the EU in drawing up controversial trade secrets

proposals.Read the full investigation here.Congratulations to our reporter Nick
Mathiason who has been shortlisted for the prestigious Orwell Prize for his

investigation A Great British Housing Crisis published last December.
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For the full Report Click here
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